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ABSTRACT

In other words, databases form a foundational building block
for such applications. In recent years, cluster computing environments consisting of thousands of nodes distributed over
a few data centers has become the defacto environment for
service providers operating on very large scales of data, such
as search engines (e.g., [3]), pub-sub systems (e.g., [13]) and
storage systems (e.g., [2]). Distributed databases cannot
cope with such an environment and such degrees of scale
[15, 7] and hence are unsuitable to act as building blocks for
such applications. However, building such applications from
the ”ground up” is extremely difficult, expensive and time
consuming. Ideally, issues of scale should be made transparent to the application programmer and should be dealt
with by generalized software components. In this paper,
we position suitably augmented structured P2P systems, as
a foundational software component for data processing applications that do not require a rich and full featured data
model.
Structured P2P systems such as Chord [25] and P-Ring
[9] may be viewed as scalable, dynamic, self-maintaining,
load-balanced, integrated data partitions and index structures.
These hybrid data partition and index structures provide
a powerful abstraction for constructing distributed applications in cooperating environments at an internet scale. We
argue that the use of these systems in cluster computing
environments should also be explored due to the following
advantages.

Structured P2P systems have been developed for constructing applications at internet scale in cooperative environments and exhibit a number of desirable features such as
scalability and self-maintenance. We argue that such systems when augmented with well defined consistency semantics provide an attractive building block for many large scale
data processing applications in cluster environments. Towards this end, we study the problem of providing transactional semantics to P-Ring a P2P system which supports
efficient range queries. We first extend a commonly used
replication protocol in P2P systems to provide well defined
guarantees in the presence of concurrent updates and under well defined failure assumptions. A multi-version concurrency control protocol called LSTP which leverages the
guarantees of the replication protocol to provide transactional semantics is proposed. LSTP is designed to provide
useful consistency semantics over P-Ring for read intensive
workloads without sacrificing the scalability and other desirable properties inherent to the system. Under LSTP, readonly transactions are abort-free and non-blocking and the
index stores no state for such transactions. We show that
LSTP ensures no missed dependencies between transactions
and guarantees basic consistency for read-only transactions
when update transactions are serializable. The design of
LSTP and its provable properties is a proof of concept that
P2P systems can be augmented with transactional semantics. Results from a preliminary simulation study are also
presented.

1. Encapsulated Scalability: As already mentioned,
structured P2P systems are highly scalable. What
makes them even more attractive is the fact that they
completely encapsulate the details of scale and scaling from the application programmer. The software
infrastructure can seamlessly adapt to a rapid change
in the scale of the system without any change in the
code.

1. INTRODUCTION
Allowing programmers to concentrate on domain specific
problems and relieving them from having to deal with general data management issues such as efficient access, storage,
isolation and recovery is one of the fundamental reasons why
many enterprise applications are layered on top of databases.

2. Simple yet Powerful Interface: Structured P2P
systems export a simple interface involving primitive
operations such as lookup, insert and range query. Using such simple primitives, researchers have shown that
it is possible to create a variety of applications such
as pub-sub systems (e.g., [14]), storage systems (e.g.,
[16]), information monitoring systems (e.g., [12]) etc.
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3. Reduced Administrative Cost: Administrative costs
are significant in establishing and maintaining large
scale cluster computing environments. For example,
partitioning data as per load characteristics is one of
the chief administrative task in systems where data is
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partitioned among nodes. Since P2P systems are selfmaintaining, the administrator is relieved from the responsibility of having to act on such occasions as the
system dynamically adapts to changing circumstances.

of uncertainty an application must cope with in a large scale
dynamic system. We develop techniques for P-Ring (a range
partition) but they also carry over to Chord (a hash partition) provided Chord is modified to use consistent successor
pointers (described in the system model).
Issues of replication and distributed transactions have long
been studied in the database literature (e.g., [18, 27, 8]).
However, none of these protocols were designed to scale to
thousands of machines. These protocols often provide strong
consistency which unfortunately translates to a scalability
bottleneck. Furthermore, they often rely on primitives such
as broadcast which are unsuitable for large scale systems.
The protocol we develop avoids such pitfalls and minimizes
the number of synchronization points in the system. The
proposal by Türker et al. [26] is similar in spirit to our
work in that it attempts to add notions of transactions to
emerging paradigms.
This paper makes the following technical contributions:

4. Efficient Infrastructure Sharing: The ability of
P2P systems to add or remove nodes seamlessly is
particularly useful in cluster environments since the
infrastructure can be effectively shared between different services with the proportion of resource allocation
decided dynamically and automatically.
However structured P2P systems exhibit the following disadvantages as well which limit their usability in non-P2P
settings.
1. Best Effort Query Processing: In order to handle
the volatile nature of the P2P environment, structured
P2P systems usually follow a best effort query processing paradigm wherein no guarantee is provided about
the semantics or consistency of query results. This
makes them unsuitable for cluster computing environments which usually serve customers rather than grass
root driven P2P applications. For example, a customer
of a pub-sub system will be unhappy if an important
publication was not delivered and will be annoyed if
the same publication is delivered multiple times. These
kind of scenarios can arise if best effort query processing is followed. Even though some studies (reviewed
below) have considered issues of query semantics for
singleton queries, that is inadequate since applications
often need consistency across multiple queries and updates. For example, in the pub-sub case, consistency
between subscription queries and publication updates
is needed. The goal of this paper is to address this
inadequacy.

1. We extend the replication model in P-Ring to allow
concurrent updates and extend a simple replication
protocol to support such updates. The basic idea of the
protocol, to replicate on successor peers is frequently
used and hence not novel. However, our extension to
this protocol, is the first protocol to leverage consistent
successor pointers to provide guarantees about semantics in the presence of concurrent updates.
2. We develop a transactional protocol that is well suited
for large scale, read heavy environments. The protocol allows read-only transactions to be non-blocking
and abort-free and the index is stateless for read-only
transactions. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no known transactional semantics in such large
scale systems.
3. We expect our protocol to be a significant proof of
concept that transactional semantics can be added to
P2P systems in cluster settings.

2. Churn and Security concerns: Structured P2P
systems are arguably plagued by vulnerabilities to churn
[22] and also malicious behavior [24] by participating
nodes. Fortunately, these concerns are not important
in a cluster environment which represents a much more
controlled environment than the internet.

Road Map: We describe the system model and some
design objectives in Section 2. The replication scheme which
provides durability and concurrent update semantics is the
subject of Section 3. The primitives of the LSTP protocol
is described in Section 4 and the protocol itself is Section 5.
Section 6 provides some preliminary empirical results and
Section 7 concludes.

There is a growing body of work exploring P2P systems
with stronger consistency guarantees. Issues of atomic data
access were first raised in [19]. Linga et al. [17] raise issues of query correctness in P-Ring and our work builds
on techniques discussed therein. Similarly, Bawa et al. [4]
explored correctness conditions for aggregate queries which
were subsequently used in [20]. But these efforts suffer
from an important limitation, they are restricted to the semantics of singleton queries. Assuming that applications
using very large scale data partitions would only interact
with the data in terms of singleton queries or updates is
too simplistic. In order to provide meaningful semantics to
applications, one has to consider the semantics provided to
groups of related queries and updates. Transactions are the
traditional database abstraction for representing groups of
related queries and updates. But even if a specific application in a large scale environment does not explicitly use the
notion of transactions, lessons learned as part of developing
transactional protocols can be extrapolated to such applications. For example, in the course of developing our protocol,
we uncover the slow committers problem, which is the kind

2.
2.1

PRELIMINARIES
System Model

We assume a cluster computing model consisting of thousands of nodes distributed over a few data centers and connected by a low latency, high bandwidth, reliable network.
We assume a communication model in which there are known
upper bounds on per-hop latency and processing delays. We
also assume that nodes are able to establish reliable FIFO
sessions with each other. A high level view of the system
model is shown in Figure 1. The system has three distinct
components, viz., P-Ring, the user pool and the free peer
pool.
P-Ring: P-Ring [9] acts as a distributed data store with
fast access to the data. Each item, i, stored in the index has
two components, h ki , vi i where ki is the data key of the
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User Pool

Range
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processes. We also assume that user processes have access
to a local cache. This local cache should be used for repeating reads, i.e, when a transaction reads the same part of the
index more than once. The local cache assumption allows
us to sidestep the so called “phantom problem”. However
later in the paper we discuss how repeating reads can be
supported correctly without the need for a local cache. The
distinction between user processes and peers is virtual and
the same physical node may support both processes provided
the respective failure models are obeyed.
Free Peer Pool: Since the data keys are not distributed
across the ring using hashing, skewed data distributions
would result in the overloading of some regions of the ring.
Therefore there is a need for dynamic load balancing which
is achieved using the free peer pool. When a peer in the ring
is overloaded it tries to balance the load with its successor.
If the successor is also overloaded, it invites a free peer to
join the ring as its successor and split its load. In either
case the overloaded peer transfers a suffix of its region of
ownership to its successor resulting in a data range transfer.
Similarly when a peer is underloaded it tries to balance the
load with its predecessor by requesting it to yield a suffix of
its range of ownership. If the predecessor is also not sufficiently loaded it leaves the ring and its region of ownership
is taken over by its successor. Note that in all these cases
ownership transfer is unidirectional, i.e, from a predecessor
to a successor and never in the opposite direction. This is a
restriction we add to the load balancing protocol developed
in [9]. Intuitively, this prevents the problem of a query
moving forward and thereby missing data which is concurrently moving backward and also ensures rollover if data is
replicated in successors.
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Figure 1: High level system model

item and vi is the value of the item. Similar to Chord [25],
the peers are organized in a ring topology. The data key
space is contiguously distributed over the ring as shown in
Figure 1. Unlike Chord, here data keys are not hashed but
stored in the ring according to their actual value. A peer
is the owner of the sub-range of the data space associated
with it. For example in the figure P2 owns [20, 45) and the
entire data key space is [0, 100). A range query [lb, ub] is
evaluated by contacting the owner of lb and by following the
successor pointers along the ring. For example to evaluate
[8, 25] first P 1 is contacted which returns the data in [8, 20)
and forwards the query to P 2. Failures of peers during the
range query evaluation process would result in the relevant
sub-range queries being retried by the querying process. The
figure shows a flat data space but multiple namespaces [15]
can be used to store different types of data in the same index.
To achieve fast logarithmic routing across the ring, each peer
maintains O(logd (N )) long distance pointers, where N is the
number of nodes in the network and d ≥ 2, is a configurable
parameter. The peers are assumed to follow a fail-stop failure model.
User Pool: The user pool is the set of processes that
query and update P-Ring. A transaction is the unit of interaction of a user process with P-Ring and is a sequence
of range queries (reads) and writes. There is no designated
transaction manager. Instead the user processes and P-Ring
collaborate to emulate the functionality of a transaction
manager. Each user process is responsible for maintaining
the state of its transaction. For ease of exposition, we make
the following assumptions. We assume that user processes
that update the index have access to stable storage to log
their updates. In the event of a crash, upon recovery, the
user process should use the log to resume or abort its updates. We can avoid making this assumption by “pushing”
the functionality of stable storage into the index; i.e, the
index in addition to storing data, also stores the log of user

2.2

Consistent Ring

As already mentioned, the index is organized in a ring
topology. After the initial routing, queries are evaluated
by following the successor pointers in the ring. Hence the
structural integrity of the ring is important to ensure that
no relevant peers are missed during the processing of a range
query. Structural integrity is enforced by adapting the protocol developed in [25]. Briefly, each peer maintains a list
of k successor pointers and a single predecessor pointer.
These pointers are continuously maintained by each peer
through periodic synchronization of the list with its successor. However this scheme allows temporary inconsistencies
in the ring. As a simple example, consider three successive peers p1 , p2 and p3 in the ring. Suppose p2 introduces
a new peer p′ into the ring and before information about
p′ has been propagated to p1 through the synchronization
process, p2 crashes. Now p1 discovers the crash and hence
assumes that its new successor is p3 but the actual successor is p′ . This temporary inconsistency in the ring structure will be eventually resolved by the protocol but range
queries processed during the temporarily inconsistent phase
will “jump over” p′ and hence miss some of the result set. To
avoid this problem, [17] introduced the notion of consistent
successor pointers which ensures that, provided there is no
network partition, a range query which follows the consistent successor pointers will not “jump over” any peer. While
this scheme was developed specifically to ensure that range
queries will not miss parts of the result set, a side effect is
that any message which is propagated by forward hopping
through the consistent successor pointer will not “jump over”
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any peer. Similarly, a simple handshake protocol, ensures
that messages which hop through the system by following
predecessor pointers will not miss any peer “on the way” as
well. We exploit the ability of messages to hop over consistent pointers in our replication scheme in Section 3. Our
work inherits the absence of network partitions assumption
from the consistent ring [17] protocol.

lieve that LSTP (Large Scale Transaction Protocol), the
protocol we develop, effectively addresses these issues. For
example, in LSTP, read-only transactions are non-blocking
and abort-free. Furthermore, no state is stored in P-Ring for
read-only transactions which is particularly important given
the nature of our replication scheme. This ensures good response time for short-lived read-only transactions and the
abort-free property relieves long running read-only transactions from having to waste any work.

2.3 Design Considerations
Our target environment is a P-Ring consisting of a few
thousand machines supporting millions of concurrent transactions which are predominantly read-only in nature. We
also assume that transactions are short-lived in general but
also that there are a few long-running read-only transactions
that execute range queries spanning large portions of the
ring (These correspond to statistics gathering transactions
which are common in large scale systems). We have two
main design objectives; high scalability and low overhead.
A major constraint on the concurrency protocol design is
the performance behavior of the replication protocol that
we design for durability (Section 3). To exploit the readheavy workload, the replication system is biased against updates which are relatively more expensive compared to range
queries. Given these objectives and constraints, what direction should we take in designing a concurrency control protocol (CCP)? CCPs can be broadly categorized into three
distinct flavors; locking protocols, optimistic protocols and
version based protocols.
A number of strong reasons can be cited against locking based protocols in our target environment. Firstly, it
is fairly complicated to implement a correct locking based
protocol using the guarantees provided by the replication
scheme since techniques such as lock coupling are necessary
for range queries. Secondly, given the overwhelmingly readonly nature of the target workload, update transactions will
suffer from starvation unless they are provided with some
priority in locking. However once update transactions are
given priority there will be an enormous amount of blocked
transactions in the system. Note that updates take longer
to execute since our replication scheme is an update everywhere with retries when necessary scheme and hence will
block read-only transactions for a longer duration. Finally,
we will have to store state in P-Ring even for read-only transactions to keep track of the lock holders and since any state
which is not replicated could be lost, read-only transactions
effectively become update transactions in the sense that they
have to execute updates to make sure that state corresponding to their locks are not lost.
Given the read-only nature of the workload, optimistic
protocols are seemingly attractive. Furthermore, it has been
shown [26] that it is possible to design distributed optimistic
concurrency control protocols that do not need a global coordinator. However the main disadvantage of this approach
is that aborts cascade and even read-only transactions may
have to abort. This disadvantage is particularly severe on
read-only transactions that execute range queries spanning
a large portion of the data space since they will often be
forced to repeatedly abort. Note that these transactions do
the most work in terms of data transfer and hence aborting
them is expensive. Also, in this approach, read-only transactions may be forced to block on commit.
Given the disadvantages and constraints discussed above,
we base our design on the multi version approach. We be-

3.

DURABILITY: REPLICATION SCHEME

In many P2P systems such as P-Ring [17], CAN [21] etc.,
it is implicitly assumed that there is a unique user process
(peer) corresponding to each data item. The user process
periodically refreshes the item by contacting the peer in the
system storing the item. The item is discarded if there is no
refresh within a specified timeout. Only the designated user
may update the item. In other words in this model which we
term the user refresh model the responsibility for sustaining
and updating the item in the system is bound to some user.
In our system model, the system assumes the responsibility
of sustaining the item and mediating between concurrent
updates by different users. One of the most commonly ( [10,
17]) used availability schemes in P2P systems with a ring
topology is to replicate an item on the k successors of the
owner of the item. The failure assumption is that there
cannot be more than k near simultaneous crashes among k
successive peers in the ring.
The simple scheme of replicating an item in k + 1 successive peers with the owner of the item at the head of the
list gives rise to a variety of questions, when we need clear
semantics for updates under dynamic system operation. In
order for this scheme to work, there should be no “gap” in
the list of replicas of an item; otherwise a situation could
arise where a sequence of crashes results in a peer without a
copy of an item taking over as the owner of the item. How do
we ensure that no gaps occur in the replica list of an item?
Crashes results in a reduction in the number of replicas for
some items. How do we restore the number of replicas per
item as k in the presence of concurrent system events such
as crashes? These issues are explained under the heading
“replica maintenance” below. How do we propagate an update on an item among the different replicas of an item while
avoiding the problem of “lost updates”? This question is answered under the heading “update propagation” below. For
this replication scheme to work, for every item there should
have been a short time interval, such that k + 1 distinct
copies of the item existed in the system within that time
interval. But for a newly inserted item, there are 0 copies
in the system to begin with? How do we go from 0 copies
to k + 1 copies within a short time interval? This question
is answered under the heading “replication bootstrapping”
below. How the replication scheme coexists with concurrent
data redistribution for load balancing purposes is answered
under the heading “concurrent data distribution” below. Finally, when we consider all these different components together, what guarantees can we provide to the application?
That is answered towards the end of this section.
Replica Maintenance: As explained above, for each
item i stored in the system, the replicas of i form a list
of contiguous peers in the ring with the owner of the subrange, which includes i, at the head of the list. The system
asynchronously tries to maintain the length of this list as
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k + 1. This is achieved by periodically forwarding replica
maintenance messages through the list starting from the
head (owner of the item) of the list. The message carries
a count which is an estimate of the distance between the
peer currently processing the message and the owner of i in
number of hops. The last peer in the list uses this distance
estimate to increase or decrease the length of the list by 1.
The length of the list increases when the last peer in the list
creates a replica for i on its successor or when a peer in the
list introduces a new peer into the system as its successor.
The length of the list decreases when the last peer in the
list discards its copy of i or if some peer in the list crashes.
If the successor neighborhood of i remains stable then the
number of copies converges to k. The peer join algorithm
from [17] is modified (see concurrent data redistribution
below) such that a joining peer receives copies of the items
from the peer introducing it as its successor before participating in ring activities. Since replicas are only discarded
from the end of the list and also since copies are created in
new peers joining the list in the middle, no “gap” can never
arise in a replica list. Note that these arguments hold only
because we assume the fail-stop model for peer crashes. The
next lemma whose correctness follows from the correctness
of the consistent successor pointer protocol [17], formalizes
this “no gaps” concept. Replica messages can be succinctly
batched for efficiency.

replication bootstrapping process. It first sends a forward
hopping message and every peer adds (ki , UNBORN) where
UNBORN is a special value to indicate that the item’s replication bootstrapping is not complete yet, to its data store if
it is not already present there. The forward hopping stops
either when it is received at a peer with (ki , BORN) in its
data store or the forward hopping reaches the end of the (ki ,
UNBORN) list with a hop-count ≥ k. Then the UNBORN
state is converted to BORN in a backward hopping process
similar to update propagation. From the above description
it follows that the first time an item’s state is converted
from UNBORN to BORN , the item with key ki is present
in at least k peers within a short time (the time needed
for k hops) and hence by the failure assumption and replica
maintenance protocol, the replica list of the item will henceforth never reduce to 0. Note that items in the UNBORN
or BORN state only act as placeholders for future updates
and do not appear in the result set of range queries.
Concurrent Data Redistribution:Updates can be executed concurrently with replica creation and data redistribution (for load balancing) as follows. While creating a new
replica, the items are transferred in key order. If an update
is received for an item that has already been sent then it is
forwarded to the new replica using the same FIFO channel
which after executing the update forwards it back simulating the usual backward hopping step. Similarly, during a
sub-range split for data redistribution items are discarded
in reverse key order at the previous owner.
The copy present in the owner of an item, i, is designated as the primary copy of the item, when {ki , BORN}
makes it to its data store. Non-primary copies are secondary
copies and exist to take over as the primary when the primary crashes. Reads are always using the primary copies of
items. The history of a copy of i is the totally ordered set of
all updates which were successfully executed on that copy.
When a new copy is created it inherits the history of its
source. We say an update on an item i succeeds the moment
it is present in the history of every copy of i. The transactional primitives rely on the replication scheme to provide
the following guarantees.

Lemma 1. Let a replica maintenance message forward hop
along p0 , p1 , p2 ..., px where p0 is the owner of item i. Then
when the message arrives at px every peer which owns some
part of [ki , px .lb] has a copy of i.
Update Propagation: When a user process issues an
update on an item i, it is first routed to the owner of i.
Then it forward hops across the replica chain of i until it
reaches the last replica of i or a replica on which the update
is a duplicate of an earlier update. Then, the update starts
backward hopping back towards the owner during which it
is executed at every hop destination. The update succeeds
when it is executed on the owner which sends an acknowledgment to the user. If any of the peers crash during this
process, the user will timeout while waiting for the acknowledgment from the owner and will retry the update. It is safe
to retry updates because we ensure that duplicates are detected using rules imposed by the transactional protocols described later. Note that updates are executed on the replica
list in reverse order. Also recall that range queries are evaluated at the head of the replica list. Together, these two
observations imply that an update on an item, which is visible to a range query has been executed on all the existing
replicas of the item at the time of evaluation of the range
query. Thus the problem of lost updates arises if and only
if all replicas of an item crashes. We already assumed that
there cannot be more than k near simultaneous crashes in
the successor neighborhood of any peer. Therefore, as long
as we ensure that no update is executed on an item before
k + 1 distinct copies of the item exist in the system, the
problem of lost updates does not occur.
Replication Bootstrapping: Before the first update is
executed on an item, the system has to ensure that copies
of the item are present in at least k + 1 peers within a short
time interval. When an update is received at the owner of an
item, with data key ki , which is not present in the owner’s
data store , the owner ignores the update and starts the

1. If an update u on an item i is present in the history
of the primary copy of i at time τ u then u should be
present in the history of all existing copies of i at time
τ u.
2. ∃ a replication timeout τ R such that an update will
not be executed on any copy of i τ R time units after
u was last issued into the system.
The first guarantee is provided by the replication scheme
developed so far and its correctness follows from the reverse
hopping execution of updates over consistent pointers. The
second guarantee is easy to achieve but the need for such
a guarantee and its implications are interesting. When two
messages which originate around the same time are routed
towards the same item, there is no guarantee which message arrives first at the owner of the item. This is true
even though we make the pairwise FIFO channel assumption since different messages to the same item may be routed
through different paths. The transactional protocol is designed to cope with such order of arrivals. The transactional
protocol can also handle duplicate updates. But in some special cases there are restrictions such as a write message must
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not arrive after an abort message. Since messages are acknowledged by owners, it is usually sufficient to wait for an
acknowledgment. However in the presence of crashes, there
is a need for a safe timeout value. We determine such a value
by imposing an upper bound on the number of hops an update message is allowed to make. Messages which exceed
that number of hops are discarded. Note that we assume
that the maximum per-hop latency is known. A conservative
value for such a timeout will not have an adverse impact on
efficiency since the timeout is repeatedly used only in times
of churn which we expect to be rare in cluster settings.

result in retrieving for each item in [a, b] at least all the
versions which were live throughout [τ1 , τ2 ]. To avoid this,
we augment the range query primitive. In the augmented
range query, the owners of [a, b] are again contacted using
the same consistent range query protocol but the peers instead of simply returning the item, perform a function called
evalVersions on the existing versions of i and return the result. Similarly, a lookup returns specific information about
the versions of a specified item rather than the entire version history. The details of the functions evaluated by the
peers are described later. But it is important to remember
that the read operations involve active cooperation of peers
rather than simple data transfer.
The replication layer provides no guarantee about the ordering of concurrent updates on the different replicas of an
item. So we impose a set rules on the update primitives to
obtain an ordering property which lays the foundation for
the transaction protocols.

4. LSTP: PRIMITIVES
In general MVCCPs (Multi Version Concurrency Control
Protocol) [6] works as follows. Whenever an item is updated, instead of overwriting it, a new version of the item
is created. Reads avoid blocking by reading older versions
of items when necessary. The protocol has to ensure that
while the data read may be stale, it is never inconsistent. We
first describe six primitive operations and then express our
protocol in terms of the primitive operations. The six primitives are write, conditionalWrite, commit, abort, lookup, and
range query. Note that these are primitive operations used
by LSTP. A write by the application process does not translate to a simple write primitive but rather a more complicated protocol involving write and lookup primitives as defined in the next section. Similar arguments are also true
for range query primitives.
A writetid (ki , v) (abbreviated as write(i) when tid is clear
from the context) when executed on a copy of i results in
the creation of a new version of i which includes the key
ki , new value v, a state s and the transaction id tid of the
transaction attempting the write. A newly created version
is in an uncommitted state and is migrated to the committed state if a committid (i) update is received and discarded
if an aborttid (i) update is received. We allow at most one
uncommitted version of an item. Sometimes it is necessary
to atomically execute a write only if a condition holds and
hence we define a primitve called the conditionalWritetid (B,
i) which is identical to the usual writetid (i) except that the
write only succeeds if some condition from a small set of
pre-defined conditions is satisfied. These conditionalWrites
are analogous to the read-modify-write primitives available
in centralized systems. Let uncommitted(i) denote the uncommitted version of item i. Similarly, let lastCommitted(i)
denote the version last (in chronological order) committed
on i.
We say a version of an item becomes live when the write
which creates the version succeeds. A version remains live
unless the corresponding aborttid (i) succeeds. This definition of liveness can be viewed as the generalization to versions of the liveness definition in [17]. Note that by this
definition a committed version in the primary copy of an
item remains live until it is purged. Therefore the live versions of an item include all the committed versions in the
primary and possibly an uncommitted version. The consistent range query protocol developed in [17] guarantees that
if a range query [a, b] starts at time τ1 and successfully ends
at time τ2 , all items in the range [a, b] which were live during the entire time interval [τ1 , τ2 ] will be retrieved and also
that no item which was not live anytime in [τ1 , τ2 ] will be
retrieved and the other items may or may not be retrieved.
Using the consistent range query protocol in our case would

1. A writet (i) on an item i is accepted only if no uncommitted version of the item exists. If there exists a version already with tid t or if t == uncommitted(i).tid
t is treated as a duplicate. Otherwise writet (i) is rejected.
2. A user can issue a committ (i) only for those items
for which the corresponding write is known to have
succeeded. But if a user wishes to abort a write which
was rejected or has not succeeded, the user has to wait
for at least the duration of replication timeout before
first issuing abortt (i) into the system.
3. A committ (i) or an abortt (i) is accepted only if t equals
uncommitted(i). It is treated as a duplicate otherwise.
From the first and third rules, it follows that a writet (i)
can only be followed by either a committ (i) or an abortt (i) in
the history of any copy of i. Any other attempted write will
be rejected or is a duplicate. In particular for a writetid (i)
that succeeds this property holds in the primary of i and
hence by the first replication guarantee, it must also hold in
every subsequent primary of i.
The second rule together with the two replication guarantees ensures that if a committ (i)/abortt (i) and writet (i) are
present in the history of a copy of i, the write always precedes the abort/commit. This is because a commit is sent
only after a write is known to have succeeded (and hence
already present in the history of all copies) and an abort is
sent after waiting for the replication timeout (and hence the
write will not be added to the history of any copy after that).
Note that commit or abort updates are never rejected. They
are either accepted or treated as a duplicate.
Lemma 2. Let a write w on an item i succeed at time τ .
Then, at time τ , the last operation in the history of every
copy of i is w.
This lemma follows directly from rules 1 and 2.
The committed versions of a copy of an item can be ordered by the order in which they were committed; call such
an ordering the commit ordering of the copy.
Theorem 1. At any time τ , the commit ordering of a
primary copy of i is a prefix of the commit ordering of every
secondary copy of i.
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This theorem can be proved easily using the above lemma
and rule 3. In fact we can prove a stronger result; the commit
ordering of the primary lags behind that of any secondary
by at most one version. It follows that if reads are always
evaluated at the primary copies then if one read observes a
committed version then no subsequent read will miss that
version.

number of interesting consistency properties. This solution
ensures scalability because the only global synchronization
point in the system is the commit number generator which is
contacted only by update transactions at the time of committing. The read-only transactions which form the bulk
of the workload never contact the commit number generator. Our second objective for the protocol was to ensure low
overhead when compared with no transactional semantics.
We show that the read phase reads at most three versions
per item resulting in an overhead of a factor of 3. But in
practice, as shown in our simulation section, the overhead
is much lower for read-heavy workloads. For updates we
introduce an extra lookup per update resulting in an overhead of one lookup per update. We believe, these overhead
factors, are well within acceptable limits in return for the
consistency properties we provide.

5. LSTP: CONSISTENCY AND ISOLATION
5.1 Protocol Outline
Many MVCCPs maintain consistency using timestamps.
One such MVCCP is the popular snapshot isolation(SI) which
we use as the starting point for our protocol. In centralized SI [5], a transaction always reads from a snapshot of
the (committed) data as of the time the transaction started,
called its start or read number. When an update transaction
is ready to commit it gets a commit number which is larger
than any existing read or commit number. An update transaction aborts if it is detected that any of its update conflicts
with a concurrent transaction (that has committed). When
an update transaction commits, its changes are visible to
all transactions which start with read numbers greater than
the committing transaction’s commit number. Now let us
consider how the protocol should be adapted to ensure the
same semantics in the P-Ring case. Assume that we have
a failure free coordinator (we’ll later show how this can be
integrated into the ring with fault tolerance.). A transaction
obtains the commit or read number from the coordinator.
Now, if the coordinator maintains a mapping between the
transaction id and the commit number of every committed
transaction we can ensure SI semantics. This mapping is
necessary because the commit numbers cannot be propagated instantaneously to all the objects updated by a committing transaction. When a reading transaction does not
have enough information in the ring to conclude if a version
belongs to a committed transaction with commit number
less than the reading transaction’s read number, it probes
the coordinator to find out. While this solution works, the
coordinator has become a bottleneck of the system since it
is repeatedly contacted by every transaction. One straightforward solution is to distribute the transaction-id commit
number mapping and also the read number generation in the
ring so that the coordinator needs to be contacted only for
obtaining commit numbers. This makes the solution much
more scalable but unfortunately gives rise to a subtle race
condition. When the transaction id - commit number mapping was stored in the coordinator, the granting of a commit
number and updating the transaction id - commit number
mapping can be done “atomically“. That atomicity is no
longer possible because the commit number is granted by
the coordinator but the mapping is not stored in the coordinator. Instead it is written into the ring by the committing
transaction and any transaction which tries to lookup this
mapping during this interval enters into a race condition
with the committing transaction.
We attack the above mentioned race condition in two distinct ways. First, we show that if a transaction is missed due
to this race condition then it will not cause any inconsistencies via indirect dependencies. Then we develop a solution
that avoids the case where inconsistencies due to direct dependencies can occur. We show that this solution while providing weaker isolation than snapshot isolation, still has a

LSTP
Pre−read phase
Get Read#
Pre−commit phase
Get commit#, c
write(tid, c)
commit
1 to M

Read Phase
Range Query
1 to N
no Any
Write
Rejected?

Write phase
Write
1 to M
Abort phase
Yes Abort
1 to M

Commit phase

Figure 2: Phases of a Transaction
As shown in Figure 2, LSTP is composed of a number of
non-overlapping phases. A transaction starts by obtaining
its read number by probing random peers in the ring during
a pre-read phase. Then, it enters the read phase. During
this phase for every item it wishes to read, it tries to read
the latest version with commit number not greater than its
read number. As discussed earlier, due to the distributed
nature of the transaction id - commit number mapping in
our system, there may be some uncertainty about the commit number of some concurrent transactions. The reading
transaction does not block in the event of such uncertainty
and instead stores the id of such transactions locally in a set
called the U-set. The U-set is built concurrently with the
read phase and members of the U-set are always missed by
the reading transaction. Read-only transactions have only
these two phases. Update transactions enter into the write
phase after their read phase. A write is allowed to succeed
only if the read number of the writing transaction is greater
than or equal to the commit number of the transaction that
created the latest version of the item. Otherwise it enters
the abort phase and aborts all attempted writes. Transactions which successfully complete their write phase, obtain
a commit number from the commit number generators in
the ring and write the commit number at a designated position in the ring, in a pre-commit phase. Finally, an update
transaction enters its commit phase during which it propa-
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gates its commit number to every version it created during
its write phase.

few random peers in the ring and uses the maximum commit number known to those peers as its read number. Each
peer locally learns some commit numbers from the commit
numbers stored in the data for which the peer is the owner.
These commit numbers are either those stored with committed versions or items in the transactional namespace. This
locally learned information is continuously updated by gossiping with other peers and using the maximum known commit number. Therefore, the only guarantee about the read
number of a transaction is that it corresponds to the commit number of some transaction Tr which had completed its
pre-commit phase before this transaction starts performing
operations. In snapshot isolation, the read number of a new
transaction is greater than the commit number of all transactions which committed earlier. The weaker guarantee provided to read numbers in LSTP is the price of decentralizing
the read number generation and the consistency properties
we develop has to build upon this guarantee. The closer the
read number of a transaction is to the maximum granted
commit number, the more recent is the transactions “view“
of the index.

5.2 Protocol Details
Commit number generation in the ring: The commit number generator has to satisfy the property that every time it responds to a request it should return a monotonically increasing number. We introduce a special key
γ whose associated value is a counter. This item behaves
just like any other item except that the only update allowed on the item is an increment request. The request
is never rejected and if it makes it to the primary of the
γ key, the primary increments the counter and returns the
value to the user along with the acknowledgment. From
the first replication update consistency property it follows
that the counter in any secondary of the γ key, is incremented at least as many times as the counter in the primary. Also, before returning a commit number, the counter
is incremented once in the primary, thereby guaranteeing
that commit numbers granted are strictly monotonically increasing. Note that under our no-k-successive-peer failure
assumption, commit number generators are fault tolerant.
An update transaction has to obtain only one commit number which is obtained after all its writes are complete. Also,
for the commit number generators neither lost requests nor
duplicate requests impact the correctness since the granted
commit numbers must only increase monotonically and need
not be contiguous. There is no need to serialize concurrent
commit number requests provided such requests are issued
only after a transaction completes its write phase and the
granted commit number is greater than its read number.
Pre-Commit Phase: After obtaining its commit number by contacting the commit number generators mentioned
above, an update transaction with id tid writes within a
separate namespace of P-Ring, the item {tid, commit#}.
Recall that the ring can be divided into different namespaces to store data of different types in the same ring. In
our case, we divide the ring into two namespaces; one to
store the actual data and the other to store the commit
numbers of transactions. This write need not be committed since transaction ids are unique and hence there is no
chance of contention on the item. Transactions which need
to know the commit number of a transaction with id tid,
can do so using a lookup(tid). Note that such a lookup is
not frequently needed since commit numbers are also stored
with committed versions.
Commit/Abort Phase: During its commit phase, an
update transaction sends a commit update to all the items
on which an uncommitted version created by the transaction
exists. The versions upon receiving the update are converted
to committed versions and the commit number of the transaction are stored along with the versions. Abort phase is also
similar except that the transaction has to wait for the replication timeout before starting it and uncommitted versions
are discarded upon receiving an abort update. Read-only
transactions have no commit or abort phase and hence are
abort free.
Generating read numbers: Unlike the commit number which is needed only by update transactions before their
commit, read numbers are needed by all transactions before
they perform any other operations. Therefore it is necessary to decentralize the process by which transactions obtain read numbers. In LSTP, a new transaction probes a

Property 5.1. For any committed (committing) update
transaction T, commit#(T) > read#(T).
The above property holds because the read number is the
commit number of some transaction which has obtained its
commit number before T started. Also, T obtains its own
commit number after its read and write phases are over and
finally granted commit numbers are strictly monotonically
increasing.
A transaction T1 is said to directly depend on another
transaction T2 if in the dependency serialization graph there
is a WW edge or WR edge directed from T2 to T1 . Similarly,
T1 directly anti-depends on T2 if there is a RW edge directed
from T2 to T1 . Finally, a transaction T1 is said to depend on
a transaction T2 , if in the dependency serialization graph,
there is a chain of direct dependencies directed from T2 to
T1 .
Protocol 1 LSTP:Write Phase
1: W := write set of a transaction T.
2: for each item i in W do
3: T obtains tid and c by performing lookup(i).
4: tid := txn id of the last committed version of i.
5: c := commit number of txn corresponding to tid.
6: if tid is in T’s U-set or c > T’s read# then
7:
T enters abort phase.
8: else
9:
T sends a conditionalWrite CW to owner of i
10:
CW requires that the last committed version
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

of i remains

tid.
if CW is rejected then
T enters abort phase.
end if
end if
end for

Write Phase: The write phase is listed in Protocol 1.
In order to write on an item i, a transaction T with read
number r, first looks up (line 3) the last transaction Ttid
to commit on i. If Ttid has commit number greater than r
(line 6), T aborts. T also aborts if Ttid belongs to the U-set
(explained later). Otherwise T attempts a conditionalWrite.
The write is conditional to ensure that some other transaction did not commit in the time interval between the lookup
by T and the write attempt by T . If the condition does not
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hold, the write will be rejected . Finally, recall from the
basic primitives that a write will be rejected if an uncommitted version of an item exists. If the conditionalWrite is
rejected due to either of the two above mentioned cases, T
aborts. To summarize, T succeeds in creating a new version
of i, only if all the existing versions of i were created by
transactions having commit number ≤ r. This observation
when combined with Property 5.1 gives rise to the following
property.

lcv(i) (which in this case is synonymous to the last committed version of i) and the version penultimate to it are
returned. In addition, if an uncommitted version of i exists
and has read number (stored along with the version) less
than r, that is returned as well for a total of at most three
versions.
Next, let us discuss the algorithm (see Protocol 3) used by
a user process with read number r in deciding which of the
three versions per item is appropriate. Let hu, lcv, plcvi denote the 3 versions where a version which does not exist is set
to null. Let Tu , Tlcv and Tplcv be the respective transactions
that created these three versions. We already know that the
commit numbers of Tlcv and Tplcv are ≤ r. From lines 8,
10 and 12 of Protocol 3, it is clear that the uncommitted
version is used only if it is confirmed (using a lookup into
the transaction space) to have a commit number ≤ r. That
is, irrespective of which of 3 versions is chosen, the chosen
version has commit number ≤ r. This fact, when combined
with Property 5.1, gives rise to the following property.

Property 5.2. Let T1 and T2 be any two committed (committing) transactions. If there is a WW edge directed from
T1 to T2 then commit#(T2 ) > commit#(T1 ).
Also note that T1 overwrites T2 only if T2 has created a
committed version of i. Since a transaction creates committed versions only after finishing its precommit phase successfully, the next property follows.
Property 5.3. Let T1 and T2 be any two committed (committing) transactions. If there is a WW edge directed from
T1 to T2 then the pre-commit phase of T1 ended before the
write phase of T2 ended.

Property 5.4. Let T1 and T2 be any two update transactions. If there is a WR edge from T1 to T2, then commit#(T2) > commit#(T1).
Combining Property 5.2 and 5.4 we get

Protocol 2 EvalVersions
1: Definition of evalVersions:
2: Evaluated by the owner of a given item i.
3: To answer range query request by a txn with read# r.
4: answer = {lcv, plcv, u } triplet.
5: Initially, lcv = plcv = u = null
6: if commit# of last committed version of i < r then
7: lcv = latest committed version with commit# < r.
8: plcv = version immediately preceding lcv, if any ‘
9: else
10: lcv = last committed version of i.
11: plcv = version immediately preceding lcv if any
12: if uncommitted version of i exists and has read# < r then
13:
u = uncommitted version of i
14: end if
15: end if
16: return {lcv, plcv, u}

Property 5.5. Let T1 and T2 be any two transactions.
If T2 directly depends on T1, then commit#(T2) > commit#(T1).
A simple argument based on induction extends the above
property as follows.
Property 5.6. Let T1 and T2 be any two update transactions. If T2 depends on T1, then commit#(T2) > commit#(T1).
Also note that an uncommitted version u of an item is
used as a result of a read, only if a lookup of Tu succeeded
,i.e., Tu has finished its pre-commit phase. Also note that
a write phase follows a read phase. These two observations
when combined with property 5.3, gives rise to the following
property.

Read Phase: In its read phase, a transaction T executes
a series of range queries using the augmented range query
primitive. The read number, r, of the transaction is attached along with the query. The peers evaluate the function
EvalVersions (see protocol 2) using r as the parameter on the
versions of every item which falls within the query’s range.
The result set of this function is at most three versions per
item which are then returned to the querying transaction.
The transaction then uses the commit and read numbers associated with these versions and its local U-set (explained
later) to pick one version per item which is presented as the
actual result of the range query. First we describe, how the
three versions are selected, given a read number. Then we
discuss why the three versions are sometimes necessary and
always sufficient to produce a consistent result set.
The peers processing a range query use the following algorithm (see Protocol 2, EvalVersions) to select the at most
three versions per item. If the last committed version of
item i has commit number ≥ r, then the latest committed
version (lcv(i)) of i with commit number ≤ r and the version
penultimate to the lcv(i) are returned. Thus in this case at
most two versions are returned (It is at most because the
penultimate version may not exist). If the last committed
version of item i has commit number < r, then again the

Property 5.7. Let T1 and T2 be any two update transactions. If T2 depends on T1 , then T1 finished its precommit
phase successfully before T2 s write phase ended.
From among the hu, lcv, plcvi triplet, the version chosen
by a reading transaction T corresponds to the version with
largest commit number less than r and not present in T ’s
U-set. The first part of the two conditions is as expected
but the second part is unusual and unique to the conditions
of our system. What is the U-set and why is it necessary?
As already mentioned, u is the chosen version only if it is
confirmed by the lookup(u.tid) that u has commit number
≤ r. Otherwise u is ignored ,i.e., T misses Tu . If u happened
to have commit number greater than r then missing Tu is
the expected behavior. But what if u has commit number ≤
T ? This is possible because Tu might have been granted a
commit number less than r but was slow in writing this commit number into the index. We call this the slow committer
problem because had Tu been quick enough in writing its
commit number in the transaction namespace, this problem
would never have occurred. Since T has missed Tu , the following two conditions are necessary to avoid inconsistency.
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I1. T depends on no other transaction that depends on
Tu .

A transaction id tid is assumed to belong to a potential
slow committer and added to the U-set of a transaction T if
all of the following conditions hold.

I2. If T reads another item on which Tu has created a
version, T misses Tu on that item as well.

C1. T encounters an uncommitted version utid on an item
i for the first time during its read phase.

The next property shows that the inconsistency represented by the absence of condition I1 can never occur.

C2. The read number stored along with utid is less than
T ’s read number.

Property 5.8. Let Tu be a slow committer wrt transaction T having read number r. Then there exists no other
update transaction with commit number less than or equal
to r that depends on Tu .

C3. The last committed version (if any) of i has commit
number less than T ’s read number.
C4. A lookup(tid) by T returns false.

Proof. For contradiction, assume that such an update
transaction, Tx , exists. Since r is the read number of T , it
has to be the commit number of some transaction Tr which
finished its pre-commit phase before T started. This implies,
every transaction with commit number less than r, finished
their write phase before T started. Hence Tx should have
finished its write phase before the pre-commit phase of Tu
ended (since Tu is a slow committer wrt T .). This contradicts Property 5.7.

Conditions C1 and C4 ensure the definition of a slow committer. Conditions C2 and C3 are used to reduce the number
of false positives in the U-set and thereby reduce the need for
the lookup in C4. False positives in the U-set arise because
it is not possible to distinguish between an active transaction (i.e, a transaction that is still in its read or write phase)
and a slow committer (neither of which store any state in
the transactional key-space). From Property 5.1 and the
definition of a slow committer it follows that the read number of a slow committer wrt a transaction T must be less
than T ’s read number. This is used by condition C2 to reduce false positives. Condition C3 reduces false positives by
using the fact that the write protocol ensures that within
a commit ordering the commit numbers increase monotonically. It can be shown that if the U-set of a transaction
T is built according to rules C1 to C4 then if T reads the
same part of the index more than once, the result set will
be identical. Therefore LSTP can support repeating reads
without access to a local cache.

Protocol 3 LSTP:Read Phase
1: Actions by a transaction T to evaluate a range query [a, b].
2: U = U-set of T, empty before the first range query.
3: R is the result set for range query [a, b], initially empty.
4: T contacts peers owning [a, b] using range query primitive.
5: for each item i in [a, b] do
6: Owner of i evaluates function evalVersions on versions of i.
7: Owner responds with lcv, plcv, u triplet as defined in evalVer8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

sions (protocol 2).
if u 6= null and txn id, u.tid, is not in U then
T obtains uc# using a lookup of u.tid in transactional namespace.
uc# := commit# of txn with id u.tid.
if u.tid is not present in transactional namespace then
U = U ∪ u.tid
else if uc# ≤ read# of T then
R=R∪u
continue to next item
end if
end if
if (txn id of lcv is not in U) then
R = R ∪ lcv;
continue to next item
else if plcv 6= null then
R = R ∪ plcv
end if
end for

Property 5.9 (Property of cycles-1). Let G be the
dependency graph of a system using LSTP, then G cannot
have a cycle composed entirely of WW and WR edges.
The proof is a straight forward application of Property
5.6.
Property 5.10 (Property of cycles-2). Let G be the
dependency serialization graph of LSTP. Then there exists
no cycle in G with only one RW edge.
Proof Outline. Let T1 T2 ...TN T1 be a cycle in G. Let
TN T1 be the single RW edge in the cycle. The path T1 T2 ..TN
is made entirely of WW and WR edges and hence TN .read#
≥ T1 .commit#. Let i be an item which caused the RW edge
between TN and T1 . Then T1 must be in the U-set of TN
(otherwise TN would not have missed the write by T1 and
hence there would be no RW edge). But then the edge T1
to T2 cannot exist (by Property 5.8) unless the cycle is of
the form T1 TN T1 . But this implies there is a WW or WR
edge between a transaction in TN ’s U-set and TN which is
not possible by the specification of the protocol.

Since by Property 5.8 no transaction with commit# <
r depends on Tu and also since T only depends on transactions with commit numbers ≤ r, there is no chance of
T observing some other transaction which depends on Tu .
The inconsistency specified in condition I2 can still occur because even though Tu had not finished its pre-commit phase
the first time a version created by it was encountered by T ,
Tu might have finished its pre-commit phase by the time T
again encounters a version created by Tu on another item.
This is avoided by T by remembering the id of Tu in a set
of transactions called the U-set. When T encounters a committed version of some item j, created by a member of the
U-set, by condition I1, it has to be lcv(j). Therefore T uses
the version penultimate plcv(j) to it. Note that plcv is guaranteed to be not created by a slow committer since there is
a WW edge between Tplcv and a transaction with commit
number ≤ r (See Property 5.8). Thus T ensures both I1 and
I2.

The above property is also shared by snapshot isolation
(SI) which hints at a close relation between LSTP and snapshot isolation. But in SI, any cycle in the dependency serialization graph must not only have at least two RW edges
but two adjacent RW edges [11]. The adjacency condition
is very significant only in some special cases. For example, if in an application adjacent RW edges can never occur,
then SI guarantees serializability but LSTP doesn’t. Therefore LSTP provides transactions with weaker but similar
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notions of isolation as does snapshot isolation. The widespread use of SI in read heavy environments (for example,
snapshot isolation is used in ORACLE and recent versions
of SQL server) leads us to hypothesize that LSTP will also
be useful in many large scale read heavy environments.
Next we describe the formal consistency properties of LSTP.
A transaction T is said to be provided with basic (aka update or external) consistency if the values read by T are the
result of a serial execution of some subset of committed update transactions and each update transaction in the serial
transaction execution executes the same steps as it did in the
concurrent execution [27]. A concrete example for a practical use of basic consistency is the broadcast environment
described in [23].

transactions execute 10 updates each. The second workload
is twice as heavy as the first wokload while the third workload is thrice as heavy.
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The two properties of cycles are sufficient conditions for
the above two theorems to hold [1].
Informally Theorem 3 implies if the updates are well behaved, the read-only transactions are guaranteed to be consistent. This is precisely the characteristic of read heavy environments since concurrent, contending updates are rare.
Indexes which are updated in bulk is an example workload
which exhibits this kind of characteristic. Thus LSTP is
ideal for read-heavy environments.
Purging of Old Versions: So far in the discussion, we
have ignored the purging of old versions. The commonly
used strategies for purging old versions using either the age
of the version or bounding the maximum number of versions
retained per item are also applicable in our setting. But a
couple of points are worth noting. Irrespective of the strategy followed, it is necessary to retain at least the last two
committed versions of an item due to the slow committer
problem. If the workload consists of long running read-only
transactions and the abort free nature of read only transactions is desired, then retaining old versions for a long time
is inevitable. Version management in P2P systems is an interesting problem in its own right and has applications in
other domains such as collaborative document editing.
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Theorem 2. : There are no dependency misses in LSTP
Theorem 3. : LSTP provides transactions with basic consistency when update transactions are serializable.
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Figure 3: Simulation Results
In a purely read only environment the overhead imposed
by LSTP is 0. Hence here we examine the over-head as the
percentage of update transactions in the system increases.
Figure 3(a) and (b) show the percentage overhead of LSTP
in terms of number of messages against the percentage mix
between read-only transactions and update transactions. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the overhead in terms of time which
is different from that of messages because messages are often sent in parallel. The graphs show that the overhead
depends largely on the proportion of update transactions in
the system and to a much lesser extent on the load per transaction. The overhead in both time and number of messages
show similar behavior but the overhead is lower in terms
of time. In the uniform workloads the overhead increases
linearly while the behavior is more irregular for the skewed
workloads. In no case does the overhead rise above 30%
thereby validating our claim that LSTP is a low overhead
protocol.
Figures 3 (e) and (f) show the percentage of commit rate
when the amount of contention in the system increases. We
use the total number of items updated by the workload as a

6. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We implemented LSTP in a simple round based C++
simulator and obtained some empirical results. These results are very preliminary in nature due to the simplicity of
the simulation environment and limited scope of the experiments. We are currently working on a comprehensive and
realistic implementation. Our goal in this preliminary evaluation is to obtain some insight about the overhead imposed
by LSTP when compared to simply executing the queries
and updates as unrelated singletons. The size of the index
is 100000 data items distributed over 10000 peers. A replication factor of 3 is used. We experimented with three different
workloads and two different query distributions. The first
query distribution distributes queries and updates uniformly
in the dataspace while the second distribution distributes
queries and updates normally with mean 50000 (center of
the data space) and standard deviation of 10000 (10% of
the data space). In the first workload readonly transactions
execute 10 range queries (of width 100) each while update
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measure of the update load. The commit rate declines heavily in the worst of all cases: when the workload is skewed,
update transactions to read-only transactions ratio is 1:1
and the number of items updated in total is equal to the
size of the index. But we note that this is an extreme case
wherein the system is under extremely high load and contention. Under more reasonable parameters such as when
workload updates 20% of the index, the commit rate is at
acceptable values. The conclusion is that LSTP provides
acceptable commit rates for read-heavy environments but is
unsuitable for heavy contention, high update-load environments.
A few heuristics are possible to reduce the rate of aborts
among update transactions. For example, when a transaction T crashes in the middle of a commit phase some of
its written items are in the uncommitted state which prevents write attempts by another transaction T1 on the same
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7. CONCLUSION
We argued that the use of structured P2P indexes should
be adopted in cluster computing scenarios. We identified
the lack of consistency guarantees to be one of the major
stumbling block in such an adoption and hence studied the
problem of providing transactional semantics to P-Ring a
P2P system that efficiently answers range queries. We developed LSTP a scalable transactional protocol that guarantees
no missed dependencies and provides read-only transactions
with basic consistency when update transactions are serializable. We believe that the design and preliminary implementation of LSTP in this paper acts as a proof of concept
that notions of consistency can indeed be added to structured P2P systems in cluster environments.
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